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Input
Set S of n students: 〈s1, s2, ... , sn〉
Set C of m courses: 〈c1, c2, ... , cm〉
For each s ∈ S, there is a course selection list Si = 〈c1, c2, ... , c8〉
For each c ∈ C, there is a Cj outputting the maximum enrollment

Output
Course assignments with maximum enrollment across all classes
Assuming:

each student can only be enrolled in a subset of his or her 8 selections
each student can only be enrolled in at most 5 courses total
no course enrollment exceeds its capacity

(a)

We can represent the problem as a graph G = (V, E) with
V = a source node s, a sink node t, a node for each student, and a node for

each course
E = an edge with capacity 5 from s to every student node, an edge with

initial capacity 1 from each student node to the courses in their selection list,
and an edge with capacity Cj from each course node to t.
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This graph configuration provides us a bipartite matching problem which we
can solve using Ford-Fulkerson as a black box.

The result will leave a capacity of 1 from a student node to all the course
nodes that he is matched with from his selection list, and leave a capacity of
0 from this student node to the courses that he did not match with from his
selection list.

Course-Reg(S, C)
1 Create Graph G from sets S and C using configuration above
2 Run Ford-Fulkerson on G as a black box
3 For each student node u ∈ V
4 Print Student Id number and ’:’
5 For all outgoing edges of capacity 1 print Id number of course node

(b)

Well, we know from lecture that in general the worst case run time of Ford
Fulkerson is O(E |f*|) where E is the number of edges and |f*| is the max flow.

In terms of the variables n and m we know that there will be the following
totals:

V = m + n + 2
E = 9n +

∑m
j=1 Cj

In the worst case run time, we will fill every seat in every course during the
for loop of the Coures-Reg algorithm.

Thus, we know that the run time will be O( (9n +
∑m

j=1 Cj) * (
∑m

j=1 Cj) )
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